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Abstract--Convergence conditions are given for Newton’s method when the Jacobian is singular at the root. 
The case where the null space of the Jacobian has dimension greater than one is considered in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F map E” into E” and suppose F(x*) = 0 and F’(x*) is singular. Sufficient conditions were 
given in [l] for the convergence of Newton’s method, xi+] = Xi - F’(Xi)-‘F(xi), to x*. Under 
certain smoothness assumptions, the result of [l] guarantees convergence of the Newton 
iterates to x* if x* is a simple zero (see Section 3), F’(x*) has a one-dimensional null space N,, 
and x0, the initial guess, is sufficiently close to x* and x* + N,. The purpose of this paper is to 
give two generalizations of the result of [I]. Namely, we give conditions for convergence when 
the dimension of N1 is greater than one and when the zero is of higher order. 
Recent interest has arisen concerning computational methods for singular problems as a 
result of investigations in bifurcation theory. See the fundamental paper of Keller[2] and its 
references. For applications of the results here and in [l] to computations see [3,4] and also 
Section 4. 
Section 2 of this paper contains the generalization to higher dimensional null space. Section 
3 sketches a generalization to the case of a higher order zero as studied in [5] for bifurcation 
problems. Some computational observations are made in Section 4. The actual setting for the 
analysis will be a Banach space, rather than R”. 
2. DIMENSION NULL (F’(x*))21 
Let F be a C3-mapping from a Banach space X into itself. We assume F(x*) = 0 and 
Nr *null space F’(x*) has dimension 1: 1 and finite. We assume X = N, @ XI with XI closed 
and F’(x*)X, = X1. Define the projector ZJx, from X onto X1 to have null space N, and let 
PN, = Z - Px,. These projectors are continuous. We will prove the following theorem. We use 
the usual multilinear operator notation[3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a one-dimensional subspace of NI so that F”(x*)LNI fl XI = (0). Let 
there exist a constant ct > 0 so that ]IF”(x*>sy/ 1 crllsll. l/y/l for all s E L and y E X. Define 
c,(x*) = {x E x: JI(Z - P&)(X -x*)11 5 ellPN,(x - x*)11}, T&(X”) = {x E x: ll(Z - PL)PN,(X - x*)11 5 
#IIPN,(x - x*)Q where PL is any bounded projection onto L, and Z&(x*) = {x E X: [Ix - x*/l I p}. 
Then there exist positive constants p, 0, 4 so that F’(x)-’ exists on W,,,(x*) = B,(x*) n 
C,(x*) n T+(x*), xf x*, with IIF’(‘11 s cdlx -x*11-‘. Define Gx = x - F’(x)-‘F(x). There 
exist positive p, 0, 4 and A so that if ))(I - PL)PN,(xo- x*)11 s ~ll(P,,,,(x~- x*)11, 
then the sequence xi = Gx,_r, i ~1, remains in W ,,&x*) and converges to x*. Moreover, 
IIPx,(xi - x*)11 C: constllxi-1 - x*11* and IIPN,(Xi - X*)lj/IJPN,(Xi-I - x*)II + l/2. 
Before proving this theorem we give several emmas that will be needed in the proof. We 
assume throughout this section that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Let IIF”(x*)ll = c*. We 
will use the notation pi(x) for a term satisfying ]I~i(x)]l =O(]lx - x*lr). 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) There is a constant c3 > 0 so that IIF’<x)yII B c311yll holds for y E X, and x E Z?Jx*) 
for p > 0 and sufficiently small. 
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(ii) There exists a constant c4>0 and positive constants p, 0, c% so that IIF’(x)m/l~ ~4. 
I/x - x*1( - Jlm() holds for all m E NI and x E Wp8,+(x*). 
Proof. Assertion (i) is an easy consequence of Taylor’s theorem. Let m E N,. Then 
Thus 
F’(x)m = F’(x*)m + F”(x*)(x - x*)m + &(x)m 
= F’(x*)PJx - x*)m + F(x*)(Z - Pr)(x - x*)m + &(x)m. 
II~Wmll~ (cIIIJW - x*)ll - c*IIU - 9)(x - x*)ll - IIP2Wll)llf4 (2.3) 
NOW x -x* = Pt(x -x*) + (I - PL)&,(x - x*> + (I - PL)PN,(x -x*) and so 
and 
Ilmx - x*111 2 (1 - w - pLlle + w%,ll>llx - *11 
IIU - pm - x*111 5 (IP - PLIP + 4>IpT.J,II * X - x*11. 
Substituting into (2.3) we obtain 
IPWmII 2 (cdl - (IIZ - hII@ + 4>IPN,II> - c*W - hlle + 4>llh,ll 
- c5llx - x*ll>llx - x*II .llmll (2.4) 
where Ilf12(x)ll I csllx - x*((*. It follows using (2.4) that we may choose 8, 4 and p so that (ii) 
holds, completing the proof. 
For any two nontrivial subspaces M and N of X, define r(M, N) = 
inf{dist(u, N): u E M, J(u(I = 1). 
LEMMA 2.5. There exist positive constants cg, p, 0, 4 so that #‘(x)N,, F(x)X,) L c6 for x# x* 
in Z&(x*) rl Ce(x*) fl T+(x*). 
Proof. Define &(x*) = {x E X: ll(Z - P&x - x*)11 s B((PL(x -x*)/l}. We will also show 
#‘(x)N,, F’(x)X,) L c6 holds in Z?Jx*) n &x*) for some p and 6. Then since ll(Z - 9)(x - 
x*)11 5 !<Z - PdPx,(x - x*)/ + ll(Z - PdPN,(x - X*>ils (!I - hilo + m$!,(X - X*)/l holds in 
C,(x*) rl T&x*), B and 4 can be chosen so that C,(x*) tl T.+(x*) C Cs(x*), which will give the 
desired conclusion. 
Consider p > 0 and fixed. We may reduce p later. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then we 
have sequences {xi}, {mi} and {yi} in B,(x*), Nl and Xi respectively so that IIF’(x~)mJ~ = 1, 
lI~(xih - F(Xi>Yill = ci + 0 and /(I - PL)(xi - x*)/l 5 eillPL(xi - x*)JJ with f?i 4 0. Note that there 
exist constants u1 and 02 both positive so that ai SIlyrll= a2. Since F”(x*)UV, is a finite- 
dimensional subspace of X intersecting Xi only at the origin, I/w - Pxlw(( L aIIwll holds for some 
constant a >O and all w in F”(x*)LNi. We now write 
F’(Xi)mi = F"(X*)(Xi - X*)mi + &(Xi)mi 
= F”(x*)PL(xi - X*)mi + F”(X*)(Z - PL)(Xi - X*)mi + &(Xi)t?l; 
and so there are constants c7, cg so that 
1 2 (Cdl - 4llPdD - C-/llxi - x*1/- Cr&)llxi - x*II * Ilmilla 
Reducing p if necessary, we have 
It also follows that 
llxi - x*II * llt%ll s a3- 
IIJ%WRll~ C7ll-G - X*1/ ’ l mill + CellXi - X*11’ * llrnill 
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and so 
This implies 0 C ~4 s l/Xi - x*11 * llmill holds. 
Define wi = F”(x*)PL(xi - x*)mi and let ]]PN,]] =~9. Then 
~CIlIpL(Xi - X*>ll ’ lhll s ~/Will s 11 Wi - PX, Will 
S-Cdl Wi - F(X*)_Yill 
= CdlF”(X*)(Xi - X*)mi - F’(X*)yi(l 
+ CglJF(X*)(I - PL)(Xi - X*)t?lil( 
s CdlF”(X*)(Xi - X*)mi - F(Xi)yill+ Cd(F’(Xi)yi - F(X*)yi(( 
+ Cd(F”(X*)(I - PL)(Xi - X*)mill 
5 CdlF’(Xi)mi - F’(Xi)yill+ C&*llXi - X*11’ ’ lll?lill 
+ C9Ctdlxi - ~*[[a2 + cgceOicsl[xi - x*II * Ilmill. 
Thus 
dl - flilPL.IJ)h - X*ll * llmill - c C96 + C9C& - X*/l ’ 11% - X*ll * llmill 
+ C9Cdlxi - X*(/R+ C9CsQdlxi - X*/I * /Imill, 
and 
ackl - WL.b4 - c C96 + C9CIlllXi - X*llaj + C9Cjoa2j)Xi - X*1] + c9c&c&. (2.6) 
The constants in (2.6) are independent of p for p sufficiently small, and so reducing p if 
necessary and taking i large, we obtain a contradiction, completing the proof. 
We now obtain the following basic corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.7. (i) There exists a set Wp,e,o(x*) so that F’(x)-’ exists for x in Whe,o(x*), x# x*, 
and /IF’(x)-‘]] 5 c,r]]x - x*/I-‘. 
(ii) Define the projector PFtxjN, with range F’(x)N, and null space F’(x)Nr. Then PF~(~)x, is 
well defined for xf x* in CV,&x*) and I]P~~~~x,ll _( c12 for some constant cIz independent of 
xf x* in Wee,+(x*). 
Proof. The only way for F’(x) to fail to be invertible is for F’(x)Nr fl F’(x)X, Z (0). But this 
has been ruled out in Lemma 2.5. Note that by assumption F’(x*) is Fredholm. Since 
F’(x) = F’(x*) + p,(x), it follows from Theorem 5.17 of [6] that F’(x)X = X, x# x* in W,.,,,(x*) 
for p sufficiently small. Thus X = F’(x)N, @ F’(x)X,. These spaces are closed for xZ x* since 
F’(x) restricted to N, or X, separately has a bounded inverse. Thus PF’(x)x, is well defined for 
x# x*, and it follows from Lemma 2.5 that conclusion (ii) holds (see p. 219, [6]). For any z E X, 
it follows then that ]/F’(x)-‘z/l 5 c/lx - x*]]-‘(]]P~~~~~,z]] + ]](I - P~~~,,v,>z]] I c’JJx - x*1]-‘llz]], com- 
pleting the proof. 
We need one more fact before proving Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.8. There are positive constants c13, p, 0, 4 so that ]]Px,F’(x)-‘I] 5 c13 holds for xf x* in 
W&&4(x*). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(i), ]](F’(x)]~,)-‘11 5 c4-‘, x# x* in &(x*). Now PX,F’(x)-‘w = 
Px,mx)-‘PF’w, w + Px,FI(X)-‘PFyx)N, w= FI(x)-‘PptIjX, w = (F’(x)~~,)-‘P~(+)~, w. Now using 
Corollary 2.7, the lemma follows. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. We assume p, 8, 4 have been chosen so that the preceeding lemmas and corollaries 
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hold. They may be reduced still further. It follows that 
F’(xJ’F(x,) = -(x* - x0) - F’ho) F”(xo) (x0 - x*1* + B2(xo) 
and so 2 
x,-x * = F’(x&,F”(x*)(xrJ- x*)Px,(xo- x*)+ F’(xJ’ F’(xo)(xo- x*)PN,(xo- x*) + &(x0) 
2 2 
= F’(xJ’(P’(x0) - F’(x*))P,,(x, - x*) + F’(x&’ F”(x,)(x, - x*)P*,(xo - x*) + &x0). 
2 2 
(2.9) 
From (2.9) we have 
x, - x * = ; PN,(XO - x*1 + F’(x& (x0 - x*)Px,(xo - x*1 + /&x0). (2.10) 
2 
Operating through (2.10) by Px, and using Lemma 2.8 gives 
IIPx,Cx, - x*>ll~ &o - x*11” (2.11) 
for some constant cl4 independent of x0 in Wfie,r(x*). 
Now l/Z~~F’(x~)-‘F(x~)(x~-x*)ll I E on W, x# x*, and we have ]lPN,ll = d, some d 2 1. 
Suppose 0 and p have been reduced if necessary so that &(xo)ll I ,&11x,, - x*11, tllPx,(xo- x*)1/ 5
rllP,v,(xo-x*)/l. d(l+ e)4 +dy< l/2, c,&l+ 0)s 8(1/2-dy-d$(l+ e)), and ((1 -@-‘(l/2+ 
dy + d$(l + @) + c,4p) < 1 holds on W. Then from (2.10) we have 
lIe.& - x*)ll~ (5 + dy + dw .+ e))ll&& - x*)11. 
Since 11x0 - x*ll 1 II&&o - x*)11- llP~,Cxo - *)11 2 (I- b911PN,Cxo - x*)/l, then 
(1 - 8)-‘( l/2 + dy + d#(l + @)/lx, - x*11 and so 
IIPN,(x, - x*)11 I 
11% -x*lls ((1 - e)-,(;+dy +de(l+ 0)) + c,~)llxo-x*((, (2.12) 
and xl is in BJx*). 
Again from (2.10) we have jIPM,(x, - x*)11 2 1/2(IP~,(xo - x*)/l - dy(lP&o - x*)11 
- d@llxo - X*/I z (l/2 - d$ - d$( 1 + e)) . [IP~,(x, - x*)/l, and SO 
II&,(x, -x*,11 Gllxo - x*11’ 
IIPN,CX, - x*)ll s (l/2 - dS - dtil + eNllP&,, - x*)ll 
~44 1+ 0) 
5(1/2-dy-d~(1+t9))5e’ 
(2.13) 
Thus x, is in CXx*). We now temporarily assume the iterates tay in T’(x*). This will be shown 
later in the proof. For i z 1 define xi = Gx,_, and 0, = cIIpI_,(l + &,)/(I/2 - dy - d+(l + &,)) 
where 0, = B and PI-~ = /lx,_, -x*11. From (2.12) we have pi_, *O and so 0, -*O. Since B2(xi_,) 5 
cPi-,ilxi-, - x*11, the convergence assertions of the theorem follow from (2.10). 
Now suppose /(I - PL)PN,(xo - x*)11 s ~llP~,(x~ - x*)1/, A z 0. With xi = Gxo, using (2.10) we 
have 
IIPN,(X, -x*1 - PLPN,(X, -x*11/ = //PN,(X, - x*1 -;PLPN,(xo- x*1 
- P‘Piv,F’(xOr’~YxO) (x0 - x*)Px,(xo - x*1 - PLPr&XO)~~ 
2 
= 
II 
iPN,(, - x*) - ;P,P,(io - x*1+ (I - PL)PN,F’(XO)-* 
X F”(xoNx0 - x*)PX,kl- x*1 + v - PL,PN,b2(X,,)l 
2 
and so 
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II&‘,(x, - x*) - pLpN,(x, - x*)11 s sIIp,,(xC, - x*)1! + (cI500 + cl6f3ObO 
where c,~, c,6 are independent of x0 in W. Since 11x0 - x*ll I (1 + B~)/(P~,(x~ - x*)/l, then 
lPN,(X, - x*) - PJ%,h - x*)11 5 ((cl500 + c,6pO)(1 + 00) +  1/2A)t1PN,(xO - x*>b 
From (2.10) we have 
mIlP&o - x*)11 5 IPN,(X, - x*)11 + h7eo +c,~P~)(~ + eo~ll~N,~~o - x*)11. 
Suppose po and $ are sufficiently small so that (c,780 + clspo)(l + 0,) < l/2. Then 
IIPNJXO - x*111 = 
1 
i/2 - (c17eo +c,~Po)~ + eo) 
IIh#, - x*1/. 
Combining (2.14) and (2.15) we obtain 
IIPJq(x, - x*) - P,PN,(X, - x*,11 5 (f;~~~c~~~~~(~,~~~l++l~~ lP&, - x*111. 
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(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Note from (2.16) that x1 is in T+ for &, p. and A sufficiently small. Define A0 = A and 
A, = (Cl&-, + cl&-I)(1 + I%-,)+ l/W, 
I l/2- (C,74-, +  C,8jb-,X1 + 4-l) * 
Then an induction argument shows that 
provided the iterates tay in W. To show the iterates tay in W, we need to estimate the growth 
of the Ai’S. Reducing fIo and p. if necessary, we may estimate using (2.13) that 
o ~ Ai I &-I + 6-l) + lL%-1 
,I l/2 - a(&_, + Bi-,) 
where u > 1. Consider the iterations 
Bi = 2&i-I +  ei-J + Pi-l 
l-2&-, + fIi-,) 
with PO = A. This sequence satisfies Ai I pi. Since from (2.12) and (2.13) the sequences (pi} and 
{ei} are bounded by geometric sequences with ratios less than one for 0, and p. sufficiently 
small, we obtain the existence of constants c19, c20 so that 
IIpN,(xi - X*) - pLpNI(xi - x*>lls (C&O- x*JI + Cd)IIPNI(Xi - x*)ll* 
Thus if A, 00 and p. are sufficiently small the iterates stay in Ce(x*) and T+(x*), and so the 
convergence assertions are valid, completing the proof. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 showed that the iterates do not wander too much with respect o 
L and approach x* on a “curve” that is tangent to the N, plane translated through x*. There is 
in general not a unique subspace L that meets the conditions of Theorem 2.1 given that there is 
one such L at all. However, as L changes, the sharpness of the initial guess with respect o x* 
and the x* + N, plane changes. 
We illustrate Theorem 2.1 with the next example which shows that the condition that x0 be 
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in Wp,e&*) is necessary. Choosing x0 arbitrarily close to x* for singular problems is not a 
guarantee of convergence. 
Example. Consider the problem F(x, y, z) = 0 given by 
x+xy+y2=o 
x2--2x+y2=0 
x + z2 = 0. 
Then 
i 
l-tY x+2y 0 
F’= 2x-2 2y 0 
1 0 22 1 
and the bilinear operator F” is given by 
00 0 
A solution is x* = (0, 0,O) and null(F’(x*)) is the yz-plane. Note first that F”(x*) (io 0 1 0 = 0 . 01 0 
Let L = {A(O, 1, I)}. Then F”(x*)L = A and so the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 can be 
seen to be satisfied. Newton’s method for this problem can be explicitly given as 
- Xi’ - 2Xtyi + Xiyz 
xi+’ = 6yi + 2X, - 2~i2 - 4Xiyi + 2yii 
yi+’ 
=y’+ XiyiZi + XfyiZi + XfZi - Xfy2 
2 6yizi + 2Xizi - 2Xfzi + 2yfzi - 4Xiyizi . 
and 
Zi Xf + 2Xfyi - Xiyt 
“+’ = T + 12yiZi + 4X&Z{ - 4XFZi + 4yt.Z) - 8Xiyizi . 
With A small and x0 = A’, yo = z. = A, (x0, yo, ZO) will be in a set W,8.+(x*) as described in this 
section. Substituting (x0, yo, zo) into the Newton equations we obtain xl = B(A3), y, = 
1/2A + C7(A2) and zl = 1/2A + 0(A2). Again let A be small but let x0 = A2, y. = A and z. = A6. This 
puts (x0, yo, zo) near the y-axis and the yz-plane, i.e. N,. However, note that y, = l/ZA + O(A-‘). 
0 
Thus as A +O, yl +CQ. Note that F”(x*) 
0 
1 is a singular matrix. 
0 
3.HIGH ORDER ZEROS 
In this section we give an extension of Theorem 2.1 to the case of a higher-order zero. Let 
p 2 1 and let F have p + 2 continuous derivatives. Denote the jth derivative of F by Fj. We 
now assume 
F’(x*) = 0, j=2 ,...,P (3. la) 
(IFP+‘(x*)mxPJI 5 c . llrnll. llxllp, ye E N,, x E X, (3.lb) 
where we write Fj+‘(x*)nd for Fj”(x*)(m, x, x, . . . , x). Equation (3.la) is a strong assumption. 
However, such problems occur and are of interest in bifurcation theory where Nr has 
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dimension one. See, for example, Keller and Langford[5]. We next state and sketch a proof of a 
result for the case that N, has dimension one. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F: X+X where X is a Banach space and let F have p + 2 continuous 
derivatives. Let N,, the null space of F’(x*) where F(x*) = 0, have dimension one and let 
F”(x*)NJV, rl X1 = (0) where X = Nr @X1. Let conditions (3.1) hold. Then there exist con- 
stants p > 0 and 8 > 0 so that F’(x) has an inverse for xf x* in Wpo(x*) satisfying /IF’(x)-‘11 5 
cz]lx - x*]I-~. Gx = x - F’(x)-‘F(x) maps W&,(x*) into itself, and the sequence xi = G-xi-1 with x0 
in W,~(X*) satisfies xi+ x*, IIPx,(xi -x*)JIIc~[JX~_I -x*11' and IIPN,(x~ -x*)))/IIPN,(xi-1 -x*)11+ 
PIP + 1. 
Proof. The lemmas and corollaries derived in Section 2 go through with only minor changes 
and so we omit their proofs. However, the estimate /IF’(x)-‘11 I c2J]x - x*]]-~ follows in this case. 
Now 
and 
F(x)= F'(x*)(x-X*)+ *. * +Fp+'(x*)(x-x*)p+'+Bp+2(x) 
(p + l)! 
(3.2) 
F’(x) = F’(x*) + * * * + F”“(X*)(X - x*)p + Bp+l(X). 
P! 
(3.3) 
Substituting (3.3) into (3.2) and using (3.la) we obtain 
F(x) = F’(x)@ -x*1 -- (p ; *)! ~;+$cx -1 ) * p+'+Bp+2(x)r 
and so for x in W,,(x*) 
F’(x)_‘F(x) = (x - x*) - (p ; l)! -F’(x)-‘F~+~(x*)P~,(x -x*)(x - x*)~ 
- &F’(x)-*F~+‘(x*)P~,(x -x*)(x - x*)~ + p2(x). (3.4) 
Solving (3.3) for F”“(x*)(x - x*)~ and substituting into (3.4) we obtain for x, = Gxo that 
x, - x* = x0 - F’(xo)F(xo) - x* 
=-J-PN,(xo-x*)+- 
P+l 
(p ~l),F'(xo)-'Fp+l(x*)~x,(xo-x*)(xo-x*Y +02(x0). (3.5) 
Equation (3.5) is the desired analogue of (2.10), and the proof in this case ‘now goes through as 
before. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The results of Sections 2 and 3 suggest some acceleration procedures. From Theorem 2.1 we 
have that the X,-component of the error becomes negligible as the iterations proceed. We will 
consider for some sufficiently large index i the computation 
..fi+l = Xi - 2PN,F’(xi)-‘F(xi). (4.1) 
Of course, Nr will not be known exactly, but it can be approximated by using the span of the 
eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of F’(xJ. Alternately however, write (2.10) 
in the form 
xi+,- X* =iPN,(Xj-X*)+S, (4.2) 
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where we assume Si-1 and Si are negligible. Then xi+1 - Xi = 1/2P~,(& - Xi-r) + (Si - 6i_1) and SO 
&+I - xi z 1/2PN,(xi - Xi-,). Thus Xi+1 -xi is almost in Ni and thus span {Xi+, -Xi} is ap- 
proximately N,. Since F’(Xi)-‘F(Xi) = Xi+1 - Xi, (4.1) can be used with the operator PN, dropped. 
Now 
_ 
Xi+1 - X* = Xi - 2PN,F’(Xi)-‘F(Xi) - X* 
= Xi --X* + 2PN,(Xi+l --X* + X* - Xi) 
= (I - PM,)(Xi - X*) + 2PN,&. (4.3) 
So if Px,(xi -x*) = (I - PN,)(xi -x*) is negligible, then from (4.3) we have that Zi+i will be 
extremely accurate. A difficulty here is that 2. ,+, is probably not in Wp,B,d(x*) and so further 
improvement from &+I is not guaranteed using Newton’s method. We illustrate these points 
with the following simple example. Consider the problem 
ml, x2) = c x,+wz+x** = 0 Xl2 - 2x, + x*2 I Cl 0 * 
F has a root at x* = (0,O) and F’(x*) has null space {cr(O, 1): a E R}. F”(x*)N, = a and 
so the positive definiteness assumption of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. Also F(x*)N,N, n X, = (0) 
is easily checked. In this case we take L = IV,. Newton’s method can be explicitly given for this 
example as 
-X:,i - 2XX:,iX*,i + X*s$& 
x’J+’ = 2X$j - 2Xj.i + 2X1,i - 4X*+X& + 6X&i 
xZ.i+I = ix2.i + X:.i + Xl.iX2.i 
2X& - 2xf.i + 2Xl.i - 4xl,Sz,i + 6x2.i ’ 
(4.4) 
Note that if we choose x2.o = -(1/3)x l,o, then from (4.4) we obtain x2,l = x2.0/2 - 3/2. Thus being 
close does not guarantee convergence. Indeed, F’(x) is singular on a curve passing through x* 
with slope - l/3. W,,,,(x*) in this case is a cone about the y-axis centered at the origin and 
intersected with a circle with center at the origin. Newton’s method produced the numbers in 
the following table. 
i=o I 2 3 4 5 6 
X1.i - 0.63983 - 0.24098 - 0.07436 -0.01692 -0.00255 - O.ooO23 -O.ooool 
x2.i 3.94o6l7 I.92299 0.92809 0.44737 0.21821 0.10808 0.05394 
From the point X1.i = 0.0002989, x2.i = 0.0302255, application of (4.1) using the eigenvector 
associated with the smallest eigenvalue of F’(Xi) to define PN, gave fi,i+r = 0.0003081, iz,i+r = 
0.0002959. Thus the y-coordinate was improved and the overall accuracy of the point has been 
greatly improved. Newton’s method from ir,i+r, &+I produced xl,i+z = 0 and x~,~+~ = 0.0004591. 
Thus the y-coordinate became worse but the point is now back in Wpso,m(x*). Another pass with 
(4.1) gives the root in single precision. Using the iteration 4+r = Xi - ZF'(Xi)-'F(Xi) from 
xr,i = 0.0002989, X2.i = 0.0302255 gave Zi,i+i = -0.0002959 and .&+r = 0.0900993. 
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